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University students are nowa-
days increasingly challenged 
within their specific core disci-
plines; in addition however, they 
are also supposed to develop 
skills in order to apply this partic-
ular knowledge in practice. This 
ideally goes hand in hand with a 
sense of maturity of the individuals’ characters vis-à-
vis the social, cultural, and economical environment. 
The practical application of theoretical knowledge can 
thus only be implemented successfully if these three 
basic elements are taken into account.

In addition to university students’ disciplinary knowl-
edge, the ability to work efficiently within multicultural 
environments has become increasingly important. Uni-
versities are therefore looking to expand and deepen 
this particular aspect in order to provide the neces-
sary expertise in this field. This realisation has led to 
universities becoming more proactive with regards to 
networking and offering joint courses, which is where 
POLE (Project Oriented Learning Environment) is 
actively involved in. In the course of this new collabo-
ration, it has become apparent that the complementary 
aspect has gained in importance. An example for this 
is the liaising between strongly research-oriented and 
more practically oriented universities with the com-
mon goal of being able to implement the according 
results as soon as possible. Apart from contributing to 
more comprehensive and efficient process work, the 

POLE courses lay particular emphasis on improved 
cultural know-how. In order to do this, students are 
encouraged to contribute their experiences within 
international teams, regardless of geographical and 
language barriers.

POLE sees itself as a learning system cooperating 
with other European or international universities. It 
does so within a  reflexive context, taking into account 
the various cultures involved in order to create new 
methods of resolution regarding teaching and learning 
methods. The students are at the core of this concept, 
and are given the option to develop process-oriented 
expert knowledge through interdisciplinary teamwork. 
Simultaneously, they learn to work independently and 
to deal with current problem cases through the use of 
modern information and communication tools.

Processes within POLE are largely organised within 
the individual teams themselves. The according goals 
are set and committed to within the teams; in case of 
resulting conflicts, weight is given to iterative proc-
esses in order to find solutions. A further characteristic 

Introduction: 
POLE - A Platform for 
Learning and Teaching
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of POLE is an increasing tendency for the overlapping, 
or even amalgamation, of various lines of work in order 
to give way to new, holistic, and interdisciplinary per-
spectives. POLE is a comprehensive platform which 
gives students the opportunity to contribute their full 
potential. Each individual’s attitudes, characteristics, 
and abilities are taken into account as a whole in order 
to allow as much space as possible for independent 
development of students’ responsibilities and skills. 
A contribution to the concept of ‘Campus in Mind’ 
is made by POLE in providing the multi-disciplinary 
teams with learning facilities that are based on exper-
imental and interactive technologies.

The teamwork in the POLE courses allows the stu-
dents to further expand their specific professional 
skills; on the other hand, it also gives them the oppor-
tunity to develop more generic competences, which 
nowadays is one of the key qualifications in order to 
be able to adapt to a continuously changing environ-
ment. The course also enables students to evaluate 
their ability to function in a team and to analyse their 
styles of communication. Through practical examples, 
students are given the opportunity to explore how well 
they are able to work in a team, and to what degree 
they are flexible to accept members’ concerns from 
other disciplines, i.e. how they can integrate these into 
their own work and patterns of thinking.

Experts and mentors which do not form part of the 
university, but are active members of businesses and 
the industry in general, are an essential part of POLE 
courses. Their participation contributes a high degree 
of practical knowledge to the projects, pointing out the 
actual ‘state of the art’. In this manner, POLE manages 
to link academic education and professional practice. 
The intensive interaction between these two elements 
guarantees a rapid transfer of technology, while at 
the same time ensuring that the students involved are 
motivated to a high degree.

POLE is not only about to significantly remould the 
landscape of teaching and learning at universities, 
but it also intends to wield substantial influence con-
cerning decision-making and the creation of practical 
work processes. In association with university teach-
ing staff, the mentors are instrumental in contributing 

expert knowledge and regular feedbacks to the teams, 
while they are also actively involved concerning the 
evaluation of processes and related products. The lat-
ter will be of increasing importance in the future, as 
scientific research has been initiated in connection 
with reflections of certain POLE processes. It is the 
intention of this kind of research to support students 
with regards to the awareness of their personal learn-
ing styles. The findings will then be made accessible 
for future work in a broader context. 

Further POLE research issues include for example the 
creation of knowledge databases, which will serve as 
a tool for more rapid evaluation of solutions and deci-
sion-making processes in the future. These efforts are 
based on the knowledge that a large part of creational, 
construction, and design processes are substantially 
shaped by re-design. 

The initial POLE courses had been launched as a 
result of the ever increasing demands in the current 
building trade, which is of a highly complex, seg-
mented, and  competitive nature. Experts from the 
fields of architecture, civil engineering, and construc-
tion management are clearly demanding a broader 
education, along with more diversified core skills for 
engineering students. The POLE learning environment 
and its associated methodology is not limited to this 
initial context, but allows students from practically any 
discipline to apply their theoretical knowledge in prac-
tical cases. Through collaboration in interdisciplinary 

teams guided by process management students, stu-
dents from fields such as architecture, urban planning, 
civil engineering, interior design, plastics engineer-
ing, mechanical engineering and economics were 
given the opportunity to cooperate in POLE projects 
and thus better understand the individual processes 
involved and acknowledge their relation to the social, 
economical, and political dimensions. 

The present POLE course offered 
during the spring/summer semes-
ter 2006 will bring together the 
disciplines of industrial and prod-
uct design, biomedical engineering, 
computer science, electrical and 
mechanical engineering, plas-
tics technology, material science 
as well as process management 
with students and faculty from 
University of Applied Sciences 
Northwestern Switzerland, Federal 
Institute of Technology ETH Zürich, 
(Switzerland), Helsinki University of 
Technology HUT (Finland), Aalborg 
University (Denmark) and Stanford University (USA). 

Responsibilities of POLE and its Partner 
Universities
POLE considers itself as a learning platform which 
enables and facilitates interdisciplinary processes. 
It has also proven to offer a test bed for research in 
the field of modern teaching and learning as well as 
in the field of evaluation of novel learning spaces. At 
the same time it is important to put on record that 
the responsibility for the disciplinary supervision of 
the students remains with the sending home univer-
sities. This relates also to the grading of the students’ 
contribution. POLE on the other hand will provide a 
qualification on the team processes and on their inter-
action patterns. (It is suggested that students who 
successfully participate in POLE projects receive aca-
demic credits based on the ECTS.)

The experience during the previous POLE courses 
has revealed that this double responsibility of the stu-
dent towards his/her POLE team and towards the 

home university and professors, respectively, may 
also bear conflicts. POLE demands that team deci-
sions be respected what the approach and the agreed 
objectives is concerned; POLE leaders are convinced 
that within this frame work there is still ample tether 
to adhere to high academic standards in the discipli-
nary work.
Saying this makes it obvious that a close accompa-

niment and monitoring of the project by the faculty of 
the partner  universities is essential and highly wel-
comed by POLE. The involved faculty will receive full 
access to all documents of the POLE project. Their 
participation during the kick-off events, the reviews 
and the final presentations will add to the interdiscipli-
nary depth and thus to the quality of the project and 
to further developments of POLE.

Assessment
POLE has the ambition to continuously improve its 
learning and teaching platform. One step to do so is by 
integrating an external assessor into the process, who 
will participate in as many of the POLE design activ-
ities. POLE has cooperated in this field of evaluation 
and assessment with the Department of Education of 
the University of Applied Sciences Aargau and with 
Stanford University since the very beginning in the 
year 2000. The participatory assessment will focus 
on the effectiveness of the design processes and the 
adequate use of collaborative communication tech-
nologies.
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Project Task
Text Ch. Holliger / Stryker
The operating room environment in hospitals is 
undergoing dramatic technological changes due to 
constant maturing of computer assisted technolo-
gies. Examples include amongst others endoscopic 
equipment, device interconnectivity and navigation. 
Hand-eye-coordination, as one of the funda-
mental ergonomic aspects in surgery, should be 
addressed through further integration of new tech-
nologies. The specific focus of the project will be 
the design of illumination aids (i.e. a novel oper-
ation room lamp, a so far unexploited resource) 
where a vast opportunity landscape is open for in-
situ information conveyance through high density 
sensor integration as well as context- and loca-
tion-oriented information display.
Nulla commy nibh ex ea conse magnisl dolut 
praesenim zzrilla faci blan velestrud tating ero 
od dunt inci tetue faci bla feu faccummod tem 
zzriusto odiate feu facil in henit volessisl dolorem 
ad elit prat nulla facilis modolore doluptat. Ut at. 
Ut accumsandio eugait, quatum illum eummod 
dolesse quatue magnim dolortiscin vel ullut prat 
dolortie faccum am diam et, quisi. Duiscipisim ea 
conum autat pratummodo dolorperos amet, quat. 
Ustio dio del et, velissi euis nit atummy nullaorperos 
nisi bla faccumsan utem ero od exerostrud magnim ip 
eum zzrit, se consenibh et lutat praesti onullan hendre 
consequat iriustin eugiam, conumsandre faccum irius-
trud tincil dolore core ting eugiamc ommoloborero ex 
el incilis nummolor sequis ad magna feugiam alit, sed 
eratie conum atum zzriusto commy nonse miniat at 
iure feuis aci tion utpatumsan ulla feummy nim vulput 
volore modigna consequis nonsequis eum eugue feu-
giam veleniat nulpute ea core eum alit nonse ex eugue 
dolum in hent alit prat.

Elis nim augait luptate dolorperos deliquis enisi. 
Pat. Ommod erostrud te tio odo dolobor erillan vero 
cor irit lorem ing erate dolenis am, vulpute dolor si 
blaor augiam quisis dolore magna am ipsuscipisi. Ad 
modolum atismodit vulla faccum zzriure feuismolore 
doloborper aut dignis dunt inci blamcom modiat, vul-
lamcommy nit lam, quipism odolorem euguero ex 
eugiatet wisis eros nis acil ipit aute etuer adigna faci-
dunt amconul luptat, vendio odio delit nullaore commy 

esent lore del diam, susciduip euisim doloreet il utat 
pratueril ute duis exerilla feugait nibh eugiam, velit ver 
autpat, vulputet aut aut vero odiamco nulputpat dip-
sum dolore vullaore con henismo dolorer iustie min 
exercin cillaore min eugue magna feuguero consequa-
tum do exero odigna aliquatie magna faccum vero d.

elissi.rostrud te tio odo dolobor erillan vero cor 
irit lorem ing erate dolenis am, vulpute dolor si 
blaor augiam quisis dolore magna am ipsuscip-
isi. Ad modolum atismodit vulla faccum zzriure 
feuismolore doloborper aut dignis dunt inci 
blamcom modiat, vullamcommy nit lam, quip-
ism odolorem euguero ex eugiatet wisis eros 
nis acil ipit aute etuer adigna facidunt amconul 
luptat, vendio odio delit nullaore commy non-
sectem zzriureet adit prarostrud te tio odo 
dolobor erillan vero cor irit lorem ing erate 
dolenis am, vulpute dolor si blaor augiam qui-
sis dolore magna am ipsuscipisi.

Patuera estion henim doloreet, consectet, 
voluptat nim ad tat. Ut pratie dunt lore magna 
adit ad te magna feu feummodo dolobor eraese 
dunt nibh ea feui tem in volutat. Dui tat. Duisciduis 
estionse tatie dolor ipisi.
Si. Xeratie dionsed delestie min eui tie euipit ute 
duissequis adiamcon ent nonulputpate do do elestrud 
enim ex eniat. Ommod dolobore facidui tie dolobore 
venit venis ad min volum alit exero consequis niamcon 
sequis nonse feugue dunt in hendipit, quip eu faci bla 
accum ad tisl dolor sit praestie do conum dolorerci-
dui exer senim irit ex endreet, qui blan henit vero dunt 
prat, commy nulluptat.

Si Xeratie dionsed delestie min eui tie euipit ute 
duissequis adiamcon ent nonulputpate do do elestrud 
enim ex eniat. Ommod dolobore facidui tie dolobore 
venit venis ad min volum alit exero consequis niamcon 
sequis nonse feugue dunt in hendipit, quip eu faci bla 
accum ad tisl dolor sit praestie do conum dolorercidui 
exer senim irit ex endreet, qui duissequis adiamcon 
ent nonulputpate do do elestrud issequis adiam-
con ent nonulputpate do do elestrud enim ex eniat. 
Ommod dolobore facidui tie dolobore venit venis ad 
min venim ex eniat. Ommod facidui tie dolobore venit 
venis ad min exero consequis niamcon.

nonsectem zzriureet adit praessi. Ugue molorem 
zzriusto odipsum veliquip et ipisl ex exer sed mag-
nisi blaore del dolor ad te minit, sum dolupta tuerit 
vendiam nos alit aut iustionullam quat. Eros eros num-
sandre core et eum iriliquam et pratum nostrud tat 
etueriliquat wis. Init ute min heniscipisit vel inciliscipit 
venim aliquat at volorer ostrud dolobore veliquisit vel 

euguer sequisis aliquisl incip erosto doloreet aliscinim 
nis num inci tionsed tat laorem ip eu facillaortin vel-
iquam dit at. At nismodit lore dolore doloreet prate 
vulla commod te dit iurem zzrit do el dolenim dolendr 
ercilla feugiametum euisit volobore dolor ing ex el dia-
tummodit, sim quat utet luptat erci te feugue venibh el 
iustrud er susto odolore do odiat.
Patuera estion henim doloreet, consectet, voluptat 
nim ad tat. Ut pratie dunt lore magna adit ad te magna 
feu feummodo dolobor eraese dunt nibh ea feui tem in 
volutat. Dui tat. Duisciduis estionse tatie dolor ipisi.
Si. Xeratie dionsed delestie min eui tie euipit ute 
duissequis adiamcon ent nonulputpate do do elestrud 
enim ex eniat. Ommod dolobore facidui tie dolobore 
venit venis ad min volum alit exero consequis niamcon 
sequis nonse feugue dunt in hendipit, quip eu faci bla 
accum ad tisl dolor sit praestie do conum dolorerci-
dui exer senim irit ex endreet, qui blan henit vero dunt 
prat, commy nulluptat.
Is elisi. Ectem volessit wisiscil utatisl utat exeriusto 
dip essequatum inisit alit lummolummy nulla feugait la 
facidunt num vullam ipit, quatet lore dunt wissim incilit 
alit ea faccumsan ullamet, qui erciliquis adiamet ing 

Process Design
POLE  as a platform for learning and teaching not only 
focuses on the product but puts strong emphasis on 
the structuring of the design process. The following 
list of deliverables shall facilitate the work process for 
the teams as a back bone. 

At the end of the kick-off week (March 31, 2006): 
•  Written statement of the objective(s)
• Concept of the information management (using 

ICT) by each team
•  Description of the anticipated contributions of each 

student as a member of her/his team
•  Commitment of each team member on a (prelimi-

nary) milestone structure

At the first review (April 21, 2006): 
(duration of presentations 30 minutes/team)
•  Verification of team’s collaboration strategy
•  Clarification of contributions of each team mem-

ber (written document); reflection about changes 
or confirmation of one’s own role within the team

•  Intermediary results, presented (2 days prior to the 
review) on the intranet (team web page)

•  Documents of work in progress (log book)
•  Refined sketches of envisioned product
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At the second review (May 19, 2006):
(duration 30 minutes/team):
• Intermediary results, presented (2 days prior to the 

review) on the intranet (team web page)
• Verification of roles
• 1st versions of all deliverables due at the final pres-

entation
• First mock-up(s) of prototype
• Clear concept of final prototype
• Definition of remaining milestones (segmentation; 

who does what?)

Final presentation (June 14 and 15, 2006):
(by June 12, midnight): Presentation of all relevant 
results in team’s web page on POLE Projcet intranet 
portal. Note: Inputs will be blocked thereafter.)

• Oral presentation (duration: 45 minutes/team) for 
colleagues, faculty and jury – using the team’s web 
page as primary and central means of information 
and visualisation; including: Comprehensive docu-
mentation of product (possibly of a whole product 
family), production method(s), production cost, 
consumer insights, marketing, sustainability, trans-
portability. 

• Potential for future research and development of 
SmartLight follow-ups

• Detailed evaluation of individual learning and 
insights

• Comments on success factors and/or pitfalls of 
interdisciplinary design teams

• Suggestions for future POLE projects

Deliverables (hard copy)
At the end of the kick-off week:
• Written statement of the objective(s)
• Concept of the information management (using 

ICT) by each team
At the first review:
• Team web page
• Refined sketches of envisioned product
At the second review:
• Mock-up(s) of package prototype
• Refined process plan (milestones) for final phase of 

the project

disciplinary applications. In cyber lectures and discus-
sion forums POLE will be offering also support with 
respect to information exchange and protocols.

Restriction: It must be noted that for simultane-
ous communication there is only support provided 
by POLE for operating systems Windows 2000 (and 
higher). The POLE ICT experts will also assist the 
teams in terms of security of 
internet interactions in the con-
fidentiality context.

Team Composition
The POLE SmartLight course 
is based on the partnership 
of University of Applied Sci-
ences Aargau (with its faculties 
of industrial design, plastics 
engineering and process man-
agement), Aalborg University 
(department of  production 
and institute for architecture & 
design), ETH Zürich (institute for 
mechanical systems, department of food sciences, 
institute for technology and innovation management) 
and Helsinki University of Technology HUT (institute 
for innovation management). 
40 students in five interdisciplinary teams will work 
on the design and development of a novel packaging 
system for Stryker, under guidance and supervision of 
16 faculty members.

Evaluation Criteria
The evaluation of the project results will be in the duty 
of a jury. It will consist of one member of each disci-
pline and two members of the POLE directorate. Each 
team will receive a report with an acknowledgement 
of the contributions according to the following criteria: 
(1) fulfilment of Stryker’s requirements (a list of spec-
ifications will be handed out during the kick-off week 
by the patron), (2) economic efficiency and feasibility, 
(3) innovation of solution(s), (4) suggested production 
methods, (5) presentation of product on web site, (6) 
general impressions.

Final presentation:
• Visualisation of proposed design by 3D render-

ings.
• Functional sample of the prototype (scale 1:1)
• Comprehensive documentation on (1) the team’s 

web page, as well as (2) through physical docu-
ments (e.g. scaled plans according to production 
standards) of 

- product
- production method(s)
- costs
- protectability
- consumer research/marketing concept

• Convincing sales brochure and/or video clip of 
product

• Process handbook in English (10 copies of the 
printed version and on CD-ROM)

Information and Collaboration Technologies 
ICT
With its interactive ‘i-room’ POLE is offering a mod-
ern infrastructure with respect to information and 
communication technologies (ICT). POLE encour-
ages the partner universities to support their students 
with respect to ICT as much as possible, in particular 
granting them access to their own information tech-
nologies. 

The following list of ICT tools characterizes the nec-
essary standards:
• 24 hours per day access to work stations, so stu-

dents can work on their tasks and are able to 
communicate at all times (Windows 2000 Pro, Win-
dows XP)

• 24 hours per day access to telephones with inter-
national access for conference calls

• Video conferencing facilities (available at least 2 
hours per week and team)

• Suitable IT support (firewalls, basic support)
• Internet access with at lest 256 kBits/s
• MS-Office including Powerpoint and Frontpage, 

Acrobat Reader, ZIP and FTP programmes

During the kick-off sessions POLE will provide instruc-
tion in the use of data transfer tools for the sharing of 

Confidentiality Agreement
Due to the high potential of such a novel product in the 
operating room sector, Stryker and POLE have agreed 
to respect a confidentiality agreement which in turn 
has to be signed by all partners involved in the project. 
Individual copies for each participant will be ready for 
signature at the kick-off event.

Budget for production costs
Each team is granted a budget of max. CHF 2’000.00 
for materials and production expenses. Payments 
can only be made by POLE against bills or (signed) 
receipts.

Cost of living and accommodation
Thanks to the financial support of sponsors and the 
industry partner Stryker, POLE is able to partially 
subsidize the cost of living, transportation and 
those for the documentations and hand-outs for the 
participating students. Nevertheless, a contribution 
total of 200 Euro for the kick-off week and the final 
presentation events will be charged to each student. 
The participants are also responsible for insurance 
matters.
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